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APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNT) BILL (NO. 5) 2007 
APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNT) BILL (NO. 6) 2007 

Second Reading - Cognate Debate 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

MR J.E. McGRATH (South Perth) [7.48 pm]:  I would like to take this opportunity to speak about my 
electorate of South Perth, which I have been very proud to serve since February 2005.  First, I wish to discuss 
Canning Highway, a major arterial road that most people have travelled along at some stage in their life.  It used 
to be a major road taking commuters into the city.  Now it is deemed not to be a major arterial road because 
motorists use Leach Highway and other major highways in the metropolitan area. 

The issue I want to raise about Canning Highway is that for some time residents in my electorate who live along 
and near Canning Highway have been concerned about a proposed reduction in the road reserve between 
Berwick Street and Canning Bridge.  The road reserve is currently 40 metres wide.  Since 1991 the residents of 
South Perth have been told that the road reserve will be reduced.  At one stage, there were plans to turn Canning 
Highway into a six-lane highway because, as I have said, it was a major arterial road.  However, because people 
from the southern suburbs travel to the airport along Leach Highway, the government decided that it would scrap 
the plan to turn Canning Highway into a six-lane highway.  There had to be a plan for the road reserve to be 
returned.  There have been extensive delays and a lack of urgency in completing this project.  This is similar to 
many other projects in South Perth.  I have found that the government does not consider those projects to be a 
priority.  I do not know whether it is because the projects are in South Perth, but other infrastructure is given 
higher priority.  On 15 November I put a question on notice to the minister, who confirmed that 77 properties 
along Canning Highway between Berwick Street and Canning Bridge, with a total area of 5.525 hectares, had 
been purchased by the WA Planning Commission or the Commissioner of Main Roads.  I have been advised on 
a number of occasions that the relevant spatial plan would be finalised in 2007, so that final determinations could 
be made on the future of the Canning Highway reserve.  I recall that my predecessor, Hon Phil Pendal, received 
similar reassurances during his term that the plans were in the process of being finalised and that the reserve 
would soon be reduced.  Worryingly, it seems that even though the plan is being worked on by the WAPC, it 
will be but another interim plan.  We should have a vision for Canning Highway.  The roadside infrastructure has 
largely become very dilapidated, and there are old buildings that are currently rented or are not inhabited.  They 
have become quite derelict in some places.  Canning Highway could be quite an impressive entrance highway 
into the city up to the Causeway.  I note that the previous member for South Perth, Hon Phil Pendal, talked about 
planting trees in the middle of Canning Highway so that it resembled an avenue or boulevard.  It could be a very 
attractive major road between Canning Bridge and the Causeway.  That is something we should work on.  A lot 
of people use that road and we have a duty to plant more trees along our roads.  That is one project that I will 
continue to work on for my constituents in South Perth. 
I will also talk about schools.  I spoke to the Minister for Education and Training outside the chamber a little 
while ago.  I must pay the minister a compliment.  He has been quite forthcoming in addressing some of the 
needs in South Perth that I have raised in the past few months.  One issue I have raised with him is that the 
families who have children at Manning preprimary school have been told that they cannot enrol their children’s 
siblings at the school because there is not enough accommodation for them. 
Mr M.P. Whitely:  Is that on the old primary school site? 
Mr J.E. McGRATH:  It is on the Manning Primary School site. 
Mr M.P. Whitely:  My old school. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH:  It is the member’s old stamping ground.  I am sure that he left a great mark on the school. 
Mr M.P. Whitely:  It was the Speaker’s old school as well.  He was in year 7 when I was in year 1. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH:  Manning Primary School is a good school.  I am very happy to say that the Liberals 
received a very good vote in Manning last Saturday; they had a very good win.  People from Manning used to 
tell me that when they were growing up many years ago, when there were a lot of war service residents in 
Manning, the kids would go to nightclubs and meet girls who would ask them where they were from, and they 
would not say that they were from Manning; they would say that they were from east Como. 
Mr M.P. Whitely interjected. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH:  The member was in the elite; as a Salter Point boy, he should be on this side of the house. 
Manning has attracted a lot of young families.  Real estate in Manning is not cheap.  The school has had a huge 
problem trying to accommodate all the children.  The issue was raised with the minister and, to his credit, he 
took on board what the parents were saying.  The parents were told that their younger children could not attend 
the preprimary school and would have to cross Manning Road and attend another school.  The minister has 
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intervened.  He has told the parents that he will ensure that a demountable classroom is put in place for the 
young children in Manning so that the parents will not have to split up the siblings.  I commend him for that.  I 
also commend him for providing some government money to Kensington Primary School and Kensington 
Secondary School.  Both schools needed funding.  Kensington Primary School needed funding for a new library.  
I went to the opening of the new library.  That school will be in the electorate of Victoria Park under the 
boundary redistribution.  I will miss Kensington Primary School, but I will probably come along to functions, 
member for Victoria Park -  
Mr B.S. Wyatt:  It will be a pleasure to see you there, member. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH:  - because the children of my constituents who live on the other side of Banksia Terrace 
will still attend that school.  The parents of the children at Kensington Primary School are very happy that 
funding has been provided for the library.  It is a good school. 

I was at Kensington Secondary School when the minister opened a new room where the students can learn 
trades.  They have saws and other tools and they can make things and do handiwork, which I was never much 
good at when I was at school.  It is a fantastic facility.  It is air-conditioned and there are ducts to remove the 
sawdust when the students use the saws, so I commend the minister for that. 

An interesting thing happened a couple of weeks ago when the minister turned up at another of the schools in my 
electorate.  I must give him a little slap on the wrist for this.  I get on pretty well with the Minister for Education 
and Training.  We used to lock horns when he was Minister for Racing and Gaming and was responsible for 
liquor licensing.  He used to go to the races and his wife was always a better judge of horses than he was.  I 
thought she was pretty smart and one day I said to him, “How did you get such clever woman like this?”  He 
thought that was quite a compliment.  Como Primary School has been fighting for nearly 10 years for funding 
for an undercover area.  Things happen in elections.  I am not in a marginal seat, but the federal seat of Swan is a 
very marginal seat.  The minister rocked up at Como Primary School only a couple of weeks ago.  This school 
had been waiting a long time for funding to build an undercover area for the kids.  I think I have made eight 
speeches on the subject, and I presented a petition in this house on the matter.  The minister just lobbed out there.  
He did not tell me he was going to the school.  I guess the protocol would have been for him to tell me, but he 
did not.  We were in federal election mode and I can understand why he would not tell me.  The minister arrived 
at the school and gave it $600 000 of state money.  That was fantastic.  I thought it was terrific, but I knew that if 
there had not been a federal election, the money might not have been provided to the school.  In spite of that, the 
result in the seat of Swan is close.  The sitting member, Kim Wilkie, is desperately fighting off a very good 
candidate in Steve Irons.  There are 153 votes in it as we speak, and Steve Irons is in front.  The count will go 
neck and neck to the line.  However, if it had not been such a close election in Swan and the polling had not 
indicated that it would be pretty tight, Como Primary School might have waited a bit longer for an undercover 
area.  However, I must congratulate the government, as it is a terrific funding project for Como Primary School; 
at last the school will be able to get an undercover area.  The government also funded a new administration block 
at Como Primary School, which is also a good thing.  I must say that I cannot be too critical of what the 
government has done for education in my electorate, even though going into the federal election there was a bit 
of political byplay or pork-barrelling. 

Another matter I want to raise is the Old Mill, which is a favourite hobby horse in South Perth.  I think the Old 
Mill is the second oldest commercial structure in the colony.  It is a place where most Western Australians have 
been at one time in their lives.  Kevin Rudd, through Kim Wilkie, made an election promise of $75 000 towards 
the refurbishment of the Old Mill, basically to put in new sails.  The old wooden sails have become rotten and 
need to be replaced.  I look forward to that refurbishment.  I am sure that the federal government will follow 
through on that.  The heritage of the Old Mill is very important to the people of South Perth and Western 
Australia.  I have also written to and received a reply from the Minister for Heritage.  I believe that we should try 
to get some funding for a feasibility study of the Old Mill to see where we can take it from here.  It is all right to 
continue to spend a little money here and there on maintenance to patch up the Old Mill, but if we do not 
consider its future it will slip away and not be the icon or attraction that it has been for many generations of 
Western Australians.  It is a bit hidden by the Narrows Bridge and now with the train going past and with trees 
and so on, it will be even more hidden in the background.  I would like to see the Old Mill become a tourist 
destination.  A ferry service could run to the Old Mill.  The old miller’s pond area, which was used in the early 
days of the Old Mill for boats to come in with grain to be turned into flour, could be cut into for a jetty to take a 
ferry there.  It is still a fairly long walk to the Old Mill for tourists who go across the river to Mends Street, and it 
is a long walk again to the Zoo.  There is certainly the potential to do something really special with the Old Mill.  
I would like to see it become a centre like one I saw when I visited Glenelg last year.  The centre there recreates 
the history of the landing at Glenelg when the early settlers first arrived in South Australia.  They landed first at 
Glenelg and moved to Adelaide and made Adelaide the city.  We could build an interactive centre like the one at 
Glenelg, which could talk about the settlement of the Swan River Colony and the Indigenous people who lived 
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and fished on the banks of the river there.  We could make that a real tourist icon or attraction and tell the story 
about the early settlement of our city.  The Old Mill, being one of the oldest buildings there, is part of that early 
history.  As I said, I have written to the Minister for Heritage.  I think we should be able to get some funding 
from somewhere, such as Lotterywest, for a proper feasibility study to bring the Old Mill back to its glory days 
when everyone driving to the city could look across to South Perth and see the Old Mill. 

Another matter I want to talk about is community safety.  A few constituents in parts of my electorate are a little 
concerned about the increase in the numbers of break-ins, graffiti and general antisocial behaviour incidents.  
South Perth has a bit of a problem with young people not attending school; truancy is a bit of an issue.  I called a 
meeting of local community groups in my office on 30 August and met with about 14 people.  We had a really 
good discussion about what we could do to engage the young people of South Perth and get them to attend 
school more regularly, engage them in other interests and get them involved in activities such as sport and 
community groups.  It was a really good meeting and we will meet again in my office next week.  The meeting 
comprised people from Homeswest, the City of South Perth, the Kensington police and local community groups.  
South Perth has a terrific community.  Some of the kids there just need a bit of direction and a bit of support.  
There is a program called Bussed Ed that the Como Rotary Club is involved in, which has a bus that goes around 
and picks up kids and takes them to school.  The driver knows all the families and gets the kids to school.   

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  The problem with that program is that the rotary club has the bus but it cannot afford to 
pay the driver.  That is another issue that I hope to take up with the appropriate government minister.   

Mr B.S. Wyatt:  Any support you need on Bussed Ed, I am more than willing to help you, because it is a 
brilliant program and I know it very well. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  I thank the member for Victoria Park.  It is a good program and we need to keep kids at 
school. 
I grew up in Fremantle, and I know that the only time kids got into trouble then was when they were out of 
school.  There were kids who wagged school.  I must admit I did not.  The kids who wagged school were the 
ones who got into trouble.  When kids are away from school they have idle time.  It is very important that we 
make school attractive to get kids to go there.  The Bussed Ed program is a really good initiative and the rotary 
club really wants to keep it going.  I therefore would appreciate the support of the member for South Perth on 
that! 

Mr B.S. Wyatt:  Vic Park! 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  I am sorry, I mean the member for Victoria Park.  I do not know whether the member for 
Victoria Park would win the seat of South Perth; I know I would not win Vic Park. 
Another matter I want to talk about is cycle paths.  In August I wrote to the City of South Perth about cycle 
paths.  As an avid walker - the member for Murdoch would know that! - I can say that one does not stay as trim 
without walking.  A lot of my constituents complain about cycle paths, cyclists and walkers.  It is a problem.  
Even though we have cycle paths with a divide, arrows and diagrams explaining who should be on which side of 
the line, it is a bit confronting for people walking when bikes go past.  A lot of bikes do not have bells on them 
these days, so people walking do not hear the ring of a bell.  It is a problem for people walking in the early hours 
of the morning.  Recently a tourist was tragically killed on a cycle and walking path on Riverside Drive.   

I was very happy to read in the Southern Gazette the other day that the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure 
had arranged with the City of South Perth and the Town of Victoria Park to build a new cycle path along the area 
between Victoria Park and Mends Street.  At least we will get that area -  

Mr B.S. Wyatt:  That’s good because, as you know, it is a busy bike run. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  It is very busy.   

I will, therefore, be very happy if that occurs.  The Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, though, has let us 
down on the Coode Street ferry.  I know that the member for Victoria Park does not get to Coode Street very 
much, but there used to be a ferry service from the city to Coode Street as well as to Mends Street. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt:  Coode Street, that is right, and then back to Mends Street. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  Yes, and that was discontinued about two years ago.  When I raised that matter in this 
place, the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure said it was discontinued because it was not getting the 
patronage.  I think the service had been leased out to a private company and that private company decided to 
discontinue the service. 
Mr B.S. Wyatt:  From memory, about every third ferry would go from the city to Mends Street jetty. 
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Mr J.E. McGRATH:  Yes.  Not all the ferries went to Coode Street.  They went mainly to Mends Street. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt:  No.  I seem to recall it always struggled for numbers. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH:  It did struggle for numbers, but I have the view that if the service is not promoted, it will 
not get the numbers.  I went to Brisbane a couple of years ago and had a look at its ferry service.  When the ferry 
service was introduced in Brisbane, they wanted to encourage people to get off the buses and trains, or however 
they were travelling, and onto the ferries, so they made the first six months, or whatever, free of charge.  In that 
way, they got people to change their habits.  Habits are very hard to change, because if people are used to 
catching the 84 bus every morning, that is what they will do.  To get people to change their habits is difficult.  
Therefore, I think we should have promoted the ferry service a bit more.  The Minister for Planning and 
Infrastructure said during that debate that she would reintroduce a ferry service to Coode Street only on 
weekends in the summer months, because that is when a lot of people go to the South Perth foreshore.  There is a 
nice cafe there.  However, that has not happened yet.  That is one area that I will continue to pursue.  I will be 
raising it again with the minister, because in these times when we want to get people out of their cars, and help 
the environment by getting people to travel smart, we should be making more use of the river.  I really believe 
that eventually we will have a good ferry service on our river.  I understand that the minister keeps saying that 
we need more infill before we can bring in this service, but I think we need to look towards bringing it in.  A 
ferry service was tried under the Court government, and it did not work.  However, there has been more infill 
since then in places such as East Perth, so I think we should look at expanding our ferry service a bit.   

An expanded ferry service could make Perth a much more enjoyable place.  At present, people can jump on a 
ferry and go to Rottnest Island or to Fremantle on a cruise, or across to Mends Street.  Do members know that 
people cannot even go to Burswood Casino by ferry?  People cannot arrive in the city of Perth and jump on a 
ferry and go to Burswood.  People who stay at Burswood cannot walk out of their rooms and across the lawn and 
onto a jetty to catch a ferry to go to Fremantle, because there is no jetty.  A major international resort such as 
Burswood that was built on a river anywhere else in the world would have a ferry service.  I know there is a 
problem with water-skiers, but this is the biggest tourist attraction in Western Australia.  More tourists go to 
Burswood than any other part of Western Australia, yet they cannot walk out of that resort and get onto a jetty 
and onto our magnificent Swan River.  That is a shame, and we should look at that.  I would like much more use 
made of the ferry service.  It can be made more environmentally friendly.  The ferries that are used in Brisbane 
are purpose-built to create very little wash, and that protects the banks of the river.  We should work towards 
that.  I can see the day when people will jump on the ferry, because what a way that would be to go to work 
rather than on the freeway in a car. 

I have had a few complaints about Homeswest tenants.  Homeswest seems to have a problem with some tenants.  
I grew up in a Homeswest home.  Just because people have to live in Homeswest homes does not mean that they 
have to be bad tenants.  Not everyone can afford to buy their own property.  I noticed that some years ago the 
government brought in new tougher laws for people who live in Homeswest homes.  They have to abide by the - 

Mr B.S. Wyatt:  Tenancy agreement. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  - tenancy agreement, and it is quite strict.  I have received some complaints from people 
in my electorate who want to know how many warnings Homeswest tenants get.  I have found Homeswest to be 
very accommodating.  When my office talks to Homeswest, we normally have a good rapport and can work our 
way through issues.  I have people who come to me seeking Homeswest accommodation.  A young man came to 
see me today who has an illness and is on a disability services pension.  He is paying $260 a week in rent and he 
cannot afford to keep living in his current place, so he needs to get into some sort of Homeswest 
accommodation.  I will try to help him get that.  Therefore, Homeswest accommodation is very important.  We 
need to ensure that these new tenancy agreements are enforced and that people are good tenants.  People need to 
realise that they should be good tenants. 

In closing, I will talk about the Red Bull Air Race, which is very close to the heart of my very good friend the 
member for Carine, who is the shadow Minister for Tourism.  In anticipation of the summer events to be held on 
the South Perth foreshore, I must say that is a great place to go and I am very happy when I see so many people 
enjoying the foreshore.  A lot of those people come from different parts of the city; they are not all from South 
Perth.  People enjoy being that close to the river.  The Red Bull Air Race was a very good event and it was very 
well managed.  There were a few complaints about noise and parking, but we always get those.  All in all, it was 
a great opportunity for Perth to gain international exposure and for people to see our magnificent foreshores and 
our river.  Anything like that should be encouraged.  I think people appreciated the Red Bull Air Race.  It is not 
as confronting for the residents of South Perth as the Australia Day celebrations can be sometimes.  Australia 
Day goes for much longer and people are more fuelled by alcohol.  The Red Bull Air Race is more of a family 
day and it finishes in the daylight, so people get away and there are not so many problems.  Having said that, I 
believe we should keep the Australia Day fireworks on the foreshore in Perth.  I think that eventually smaller 
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fireworks displays will be held all along the river, and that might dissipate the crowds a bit so that there is not a 
huge congregation of people all on the Perth and South Perth foreshores.  If celebrations were held further down 
the river in other places it might spread the crowd out a bit. 

Mr M.P. Whitely:  They are happening.  The one in Bassendean attracted 20 000 people, and the Armadale 
fireworks display attracted about 30 000 people. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt:  Freo has one. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  Did the racing driver Ross Dunkerton go to the Bassendean Australia Day celebrations? 

Mr M.P. Whitely:  He didn’t tell me whether he did. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  The member for Bassendean has frightened Ross Dunkerton out of Bassendean.  He is 
leaving the state because the member for Bassendean is his local member! 

I think we will eventually get to the stage where little communities will hold their own Australia Day 
celebrations, and why not?  I think we should celebrate Australia Day.  Although some South Perth residents feel 
a bit impacted by it, I think that for one day of the year we should be very patriotic and we should enjoy the day 
and put up with a bit of inconvenience.  For me, Australia Day is one of the best days of the year apart from, 
maybe, Melbourne Cup day. 

MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park) [8.17 pm]:  I too rise to speak to the Appropriation (Consolidated Account) 
Bill (No. 5) 2007 and the Appropriation (Consolidated Account) Bill (No. 6) 2007.  Of course, the debate on 
these bills is an opportunity for members to speak more broadly about their electorates and issues of concern - 
anything, really.  A lot of flexibility is given, and I think it is one of the good opportunities that we get, certainly 
as a government backbencher, to speak for the full 30 minutes, if we like, about issues that concern us. 
I would like to thank the member for South Perth in particular for his speech.  Of course, my electorate borders 
the member for South Perth’s electorate, and I have a long and very happy history with South Perth.  I lived in 
the electorate in my younger days and I went to school in the electorate for seven years.  I certainly appreciate all 
the issues that the member for South Perth raised.  Is the Old Mill Theatre still putting on plays? 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  Yes; it’s very good. 

Mr B.S. WYATT:  Excellent. 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  There are some great shows; you’ll have to come down. 

Mr B.S. WYATT:  I used to date a girl whose grandmother ran it.  That was back in my early days.   

Mr J.E. McGrath:  It wasn’t my daughter, was it? 

Mr B.S. WYATT:  No, it was not.  I know the member’s daughter and I am very fond of her, but I did not date 
her.   
Dr J.M. Edwards:  Too much information.   

Mr B.S. WYATT:  No, there is no information to give.   
I would like to spend some time on a couple of issues in my electorate.  I have some national issues I would also 
like to pursue.  The people of Victoria Park were kind enough to elect me 19 months ago.  Unlike the member 
for South Perth, the member for Stirling, who is absconding out the back, and other members who have been in 
this place for some time, I am pretty new to this place.  The people of Victoria Park have been very supportive of 
me and wonderful in embracing me as their new member of Parliament after having had only two members over 
45 years.  I certainly appreciate the honour they have given me.   

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Can we expect you to be here for 45 years?   

Mr B.S. WYATT:  Minister, I shudder to think.  However, I love the job, and it is a pleasure and a privilege to 
be a member of Parliament, as all members would know irrespective of whether they have been here for a long 
time or are still learning the ropes.   
The people of Victoria Park, and certainly those of the Town of Victoria Park, the City of Canning and now, 
with the redistribution of electoral boundaries, a bit of the City of South Perth, by and large have similar issues 
and concerns.  I enjoy working with all elected members.   
On 22 November, which is not so long ago, I spoke to the Public Accounts Committee report “Review of the 
Reports of the Auditor General 2006-2007”.  In that speech I touched on the state of competition law and, in 
particular, what we are seeing across the country with cartels.  I want to make one correction to the Hansard if I 
may, and I take responsibility for this correction; I do not blame Hansard.  However, on page 11 of the speech as 
printed on the Hansard site it states - 
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He went on to talk about criminality.  In Australia, unlike most comparable jurisdictions, this is a 
criminal act.  

It should read “this is not a criminal act”, and that is what I would like to speak to.  Earlier this evening I referred 
to that great economic philosopher Adam Smith and his book Wealth of Nations.  In 1776, when he published 
that book, Adam Smith revolutionised the approach to economic theory.  He focused on the principles of free 
trade and, in particular, competition.  Since 1776 we have come a long way.  We now have the Trade Practices 
Act, which is a very important piece of legislation, largely mirrored around the world.  It deals with the very 
important issue of cartels, which are an insidious cancer in our free market economy.  What has been happening 
in our Federal Court, particularly in respect of the judgement by Justice Heerey on Visy Board Pty Ltd, causes 
me great concern.  I refer also to recent comments by Justice Weinberg, who is a former commonwealth Director 
of Public Prosecutions.  Today we have seen on television that Qantas is in trouble in the United States because 
of cartel behaviour.   

I come back to a speech given on 28 September 2005 by Graeme Samuel, the chairman of the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission.  When Graeme Samuel was appointed to this role by the then federal 
Treasurer, Peter Costello, there was some controversy and discontent on my side of politics.  I, too, had some 
concerns about Graeme Samuel.  However, he has proved to be very much the enforcer of the principles of the 
ACCC and has done a wonderful job in his role as commissioner.  In a speech to the Economic Society of 
Australia’s The Detection of Cartels symposium, he noted that - 

Cartels usually involve secrecy and deception.  Collusion is difficult to detect - there may be little 
documentary evidence and parties often go to great lengths to keep their involvement secret.  In these 
circumstances, discovering and proving the existence of cartels can be more difficult than other forms 
of corporate misconduct.  

It might seem a dry topic; however, cartels have the capacity to touch every single Australian regardless of 
where they live or their age.  Certainly, the most significant decision from the Federal Court in respect of cartel 
behaviour came down in November, just recently.  That finding was a record $40 million in pecuniary damages 
awarded against Visy Board and Mr Richard Pratt.  The Federal Court found that Visy Board engaged in price 
fixing and market sharing contraventions of the Trade Practices Act 1974 with its rival Amcor Ltd.  I refer to a 
news release that states - 

Justice Heerey found the record penalties are “reflective of the fact that this must be, by far, the most 
serious cartel case to come before the Court in the 30 plus years in which price fixing has been 
prohibited by statute.   

The news release notes further on that Justice Heerey said also - 

‘Every day every man, woman and child in Australia would use or consume something that at some 
stage has been transported in a cardboard box.  The cartel in this case, therefore, had the potential for 
the widest possible effect’.   

It is worth noting that the cartel of Visy and Amcor continued for five years, in which time both Visy’s and 
Amcor’s market capitalisation experienced significant growth.  If the laws had been changed, as had been 
indicated some years ago by the then federal Treasurer, Peter Costello, the capacity would have existed for the 
damages to have been significantly in excess of $40 million, and a number of Visy’s executives, including 
Mr Pratt, probably would have ended up in jail.  Justice Heerey made that pretty clear.   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  Do you have any news about Qantas? 

Mr B.S. WYATT:  I will come to that shortly.  In the Federal Court finding, Justice Heerey said also - 

Cartel behaviour of the kind with which this case is concerned is extremely destructive of the 
competition on which the prosperity of a free market economy depends.   

This is not new.  It goes back to Adam Smith.  To continue - 

Often the profits can be immense, and the risk of detection slight.  

What was insidious and unusual about this case was the behaviour of the chief executive officers, who knew that 
their behaviour was illegal.  They met with each other in car parks and suburban hotels and used pre-paid mobile 
phones to ensure that the cartel, which was proving to be enormously profitable, continued, which it did for five 
years.  

The state of the law was addressed by the judge in that finding - 

Many countries with free market economies have recognised this reality by enacting laws which make 
cartel conduct by individuals subject to criminal sanctions, including imprisonment.   
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The United States did this as far back as 1890.  The finding continues - 

The Australian Government appointed an expert committee chaired by former High Court Justice 
Sir Daryl Dawson - 

He is respected on all sides of politics, particularly for his knowledge of competition law.  The Dawson 
committee report, titled “Review of the Competition Provisions of the Trade Practices Act”, recommended that - 

. . . in the light of submissions made to it and growing overseas experience, criminal sanctions deter 
serious cartel behaviour and should be introduced.  

That recommendation was accepted by the then Treasurer, Peter Costello, who noted - 

Dishonesty goes to the heart of serious cartel conduct, where customers are deceived when purchasing 
goods or services unaware that the price and supply of those goods and services were determined by 
collusion, rather than competition. 

The judge said that every day every man, woman and child in Australia has effectively been ripped off by that 
behaviour.  The reason it is important that this insidious problem be stamped out is that the average consumer 
does not have the ability when purchasing these products to know whether the price he is paying has been 
obtained by fair market competition.  In this instance, that was not the case, and the judge in his comments was 
scathing of the behaviour of Richard Pratt and other executives of Amcor and Visy Board.  However, because 
Amcor was effectively the whistleblower, it was entitled to a certain amount of immunity - I do not know 
whether it was complete immunity - for exposing this behaviour.  This is something that continued until very 
recently.  The Heerey decision goes back to only mid-November, two weeks ago at the most.  On Monday, 
Justice Mark Weinberg, whom I mentioned earlier, commented on another price fixing case concerning nine 
fishermen whose efforts to fix the price of unshucked abalone fell foul of anti-price fixing laws.  Judge Weinberg 
is a former commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions, and he called on the federal government to consider 
imprisonment as a sentencing option for appropriate cases.  According to an article that appeared in 
The Australian Financial Review, he stated - 

Pecuniary [financial] penalties may be seen as simply part of the price of doing business . . .  

That is exactly right.  With the greatest respect to Justice Heerey, a $40 million penalty against Visy Board and 
Richard Pratt is an irrelevant sum of money and would certainly not punish either the company or the individual 
for their years of illegal behaviour.   

Members will have seen in the news today that Qantas has come unstuck in the United States and has been 
ordered to pay a $61 million fine for the price rigging of freight costs between Australia and the US.  According 
to my notes, the US Assistant Attorney-General, Thomas Barnett, stated - 

[Qantas] and its co-conspirators transported substantial quantities of cargo in a continuous and 
uninterrupted flow of interstate and foreign commerce, between various foreign countries and the 
United States . . .  

Mr T. Buswell:  Can I ask a question?  Do you think it’s interesting that the US authorities prosecuted that case 
but not the Australian authorities? 

Mr B.S. WYATT:  Yes, it is very interesting, and I had a few things to say about the proposed takeover of 
Qantas earlier this year.  This is enormously embarrassing for Qantas and exposes the behaviour of a number of 
players.  People purchasing these services cannot work out whether they are getting a fair price for their purchase 
without access to significant information or professional services.  That is why I think Graeme Samuel has done 
such a fantastic job in respect of price fixing and cartel behaviour during his time in charge of the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission.  A couple of hours ago I noticed on the ABC News website that he has 
again called for criminal sanctions and imprisonment penalties for such behaviour.  According to the ABC News 
article, Mr Samuel stated - 

We’ve made it clear that, in our view, the penalties for dealing with any form of price-fixing behaviour 
of a serious nature ought to be dealt with not by means of imposing financial penalties, but rather by 
imposing jail sentences on those that are intimately or intricately involved in this sort of conduct . . .  

As I said earlier, people have been going to jail in the United States for this sort of behaviour for well over 
100 years.  That is the point we have reached in Australia.  Former Treasurer Peter Costello supported the 
Dawson committee recommendations calling for these sorts of penalties.  I note that the incoming federal Labor 
government has also supported that call.  I hope that will happen sooner rather than later, because it seems there 
is an increasing flow of cartel behaviour that I daresay has also been brought about by the immunities on offer 
for the corporate executive who blows the whistle.   
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I thank the legal firm of Ebsworth and Ebsworth for information from its Competition Law Update newsletter of 
February 2005, which indicates that Mr Samuel has identified an aspect of the amendments proposed by the 
Dawson committee that may prove to be a problem for the ACCC.  That is the issue of intention and dishonesty.  
The proposed amendment provides for a criminal conviction for having engaged in a cartel if the intention of the 
person was to dishonestly obtain a gain from customers.  The difficulty with that is that it reintroduces a standard 
that the High Court has repeatedly criticised.  That is something that I think Wayne Swan, the incoming federal 
Treasurer, will have to deal with, and I hope he does so expeditiously.   
As I said earlier when I referred to the work of Adam Smith, the importance of fair competition is recognised not 
just in Australia, but internationally.  We know that cartel behaviour affects everybody.  We know that the 
insidious nature of that behaviour is such that people cannot reasonably assess whether what they are purchasing 
is being sold at a fair market rate that has been worked out through the fair operation of competition.  The result 
of that behaviour is enormous profits.  The Visy Board case highlights how much money can be made when 
cartels operate in industries in which they control over 95 per cent of the market.  Australia is well overdue in 
bringing in this amendment so that the courts will have the capacity to do what Graeme Samuel has been calling 
for; that is, impose terms of imprisonment upon executives who are knowingly involved in cartel behaviour.  
Financial penalties are inadequate as a deterrent to cartel behaviour. 
I thank the house for its flexibility in allowing me to speak at length on what is primarily a federal issue.  
However, Qantas, Visy Board and the price of fish affect all of our constituents and are things that all members 
should be concerned about.  It is clear that in the past this has been a bipartisan issue. 

Mr T. Buswell:  The price of iron ore.  It is the flipside. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr B.S. WYATT:  I note the comments about the BHP Billiton-Rio Tinto merger that were made by the 
Minister for State Development earlier in answer to a question asked by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition.  I 
note also the speech made in this place by the member for Cottesloe.  I have also made some brief comments on 
this subject.  The federal authorities will allow a future merger of BHP and Rio Tinto, primarily because, as was 
indicated by the member for Cottesloe, the markets for iron ore are in China and Japan.  I do not think any 
Australian federal bodies will be concerned.  The United States and Europe may have some other issues to face.  
However, as members of the Western Australian Parliament, we will all need to consider the implications of a 
merger between BHP and Rio Tinto because it will be significant for Western Australians.  I credit the member 
for Cottesloe, because I am referring to his speech when I say that it is a fight about iron ore in Western 
Australia.  It is quite simple; iron ore is the asset those companies are interested in, and it is the asset from which 
they will make significant profits through the synergies they hope to achieve should the merger succeed.  
Members will eventually have to turn their minds to the issue.  I look forward to that debate because I think it 
will be particularly interesting and challenging for all members.   

I return to the appropriation bills and note that appropriation bills are flexible pieces of legislation that allow all 
members of Parliament to turn their minds to issues of interest and relevance to their constituents.  I started my 
speech by noting the comments made by the member for South Perth about his involvement with the schools in 
his electorate, schools that I have a lot to do with.  I conclude by again thanking the people of Victoria Park who 
have been so wonderful in their support for me.   I look forward to continuing as their member for as long as 
they deem fit.   

MR T.R. SPRIGG (Murdoch) [8.39 pm]:  I would like to make some comments in the debate on the 
Appropriation (Consolidated Account) Bill (No. 5) 2007, particularly in relation to my electorate.  I may turn my 
notes around and start at the end.  One of my jobs in this place is opposition Whip.  It is a bit of a test, especially 
on a night like tonight when people are in holiday mode already and ready to move on and go home.  The Leader 
of the House is saying that members need to have some speeches organised.  Everyone has had guests for dinner. 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  Speak for yourself! 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I thank the member for South Perth, who filled in at short notice and made a magnificent 
speech.  It is a test being the opposition Whip.  I take this opportunity to pay tribute to and thank the member for 
Geraldton, the government Whip, for his cooperation.  We work pretty well together in general.  He was 
probably a bit irate a couple of times, as was the Leader of the House, when pairs were called off for various 
reasons.  

Mr T. Buswell:  Justifiable reasons. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  Exactly; they were justifiable reasons.  We got a bit of payback a couple of times.  The 
opposition Whip gets a lot of statistics thrown at him.  I was pretty interested in the statistics that show the 
attendance in this place, particularly on these late-night sittings.  When I was looking at the statistics the other 
day - my members always like to know who is leading, who is away the most etc - I found out that in the 
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19 divisions we have had on Tuesday nights so far this year, our esteemed Premier has been missing for 11.  He 
was not here for any of the six divisions we have had on the Wednesday late-night sittings.   

Mr T. Buswell:  He’s a part-timer. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I think we could draw that conclusion.  He is a part-time Premier, a nine to five Premier.  
Members opposite complain that they cannot get him out after six o’clock because he wants to go home to his 
family.  They say they have to represent him at various places.  Is that the sort of person who should be the 
Premier of this state?  He was not here for 11 out of 19 Tuesdays - there were probably some more occasions,  
but there were no divisions to determine whether he was here - and he was here for none of the six divisions on 
Wednesday nights.  He was in the dining room tonight.  There was a division just after 7 o’clock.  We came back 
into the chamber and he had gone.  He was probably home with his family. 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  Geoff Gallop would have been here.   

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I think the member is right.  The former Premier would have been here for sure.  We find 
out a few things while doing this job.   
I would like to put on the record my thanks for the cooperation shown by the member for Geraldton, the 
government Whip.  I also wish to thank my good colleague the member for Serpentine-Jarrahdale, who assists 
me in the role.  I thank the members on this side of the house as well.  This time last year the number of absences 
in this place was out of control.  I thank my members, who have been much better this year.  There has been a 
much better attendance rate.  After all, members are elected to represent their constituents in this place, so they 
should be here.  I have often put it to my party room that we should review this situation of giving pairs.  I am 
not sure that pairs benefit us very greatly in opposition.  They benefit the government.  Members of the 
government can sing their praises.  I am not sure pairs benefit us that well. 

Mr P. Papalia:  It’s a convention. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I know it is a convention.  It is a longstanding convention.   

Mr M.P. Whitely:  One day, God help us, you’ll be here. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  We will be happy to cop what comes.   

I would like to address a couple of issues that affect my electorate, as most people do during debate on the 
appropriation bills each year.  The week before last we addressed one of the big issues in the electorate of 
Murdoch, which will become Bateman after the next election because of a boundary change.  Nevertheless, there 
are issues with the road structure and the railway coming through the electorate of Murdoch.  Just a couple of 
weeks ago I debated this issue with the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, who I believe may be moving 
on.  It will be interesting to see what happens when the Perth-Mandurah train finally runs on 23 December.  I 
wonder whether we can trust that date seeing that it has been changed eight times now.  If the train runs on 
23 December, shortly after that the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure may well be moving to another 
portfolio.  We will be most interested to see what happens there.   

Mr R.C. Kucera interjected. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  The member for Yokine will find out.  He has not been told.  He will not be getting the 
portfolio either. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P.B. Watson):  Member for Murdoch, please address your remarks through the 
Chair, not through members walking out the door.   

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I apologise, Mr Acting Speaker.  There are a lot of issues that affect plenty of constituents 
in the electorate of Murdoch, particularly in relation to noise associated with the roadworks and the railway.  The 
Minister for Planning and Infrastructure answered my grievance a couple of weeks ago by saying that the 
government has extended the noise walls.  It is terrific that she has done that, but it has nothing to do with the 
electorate of Murdoch.  The noise walls were extended in the electorate of Riverton.  It is an amazing situation. 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  Where is he? 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  The member for Riverton is not here.  He got an overpass over South Street in Willetton as 
well, and I have yet to see a person walk on it.  That was quite surprising.  At least the workers are heading west 
now.  They will come to the electorate of Murdoch and build an overpass in Bull Creek, which will be fantastic. 

There are big traffic congestion issues surrounding Leach Highway and South Street because some time ago the 
government decided that it would not build Roe Highway stage 8.  Questions were asked about that and the 
banning of trucks on Leach Highway and South Street.  I refer members to a pamphlet put out in February 2005 
by the member for Riverton.  It states - 
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People in our community want heavy traffic off our roads - and Tony McRae is delivering. 

It has a photo of him and the former Premier.  It continues -  

A Labor government will legislate to ban trucks on Leach Highway and South Street in Riverton.  They 
will be forced to travel on Roe Highway, where they belong. 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  Another broken promise. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  It is another broken promise.  It continues - 

This means that next year there will be no heavy trucks - 

Meaning February 2006 - 

on Leach Highway and South Street. 

Only Labor will deliver no heavy trucks on Leach Highway and South Street. 

Every time the minister has been questioned about that, she has said, “We’re going to do that when the train 
starts.”  Where does it say that the government is going to do it when the train starts?  The pamphlet says nothing 
about that.  It is another broken promise. 

Mr T. Buswell:  Send it to the CCC; they’ve got a big file on him. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  That is true.  The traffic congestion stretches right down to High Street in Fremantle with 
trucks going to the wharf.  This minister is cagily spending at least $1 million of taxpayers’ money subsidising 
freight to go on rail to the port.  It has all been done very sneakily.  Not many people know about it.  She is 
subsidising freight to go on rail to try to alleviate the problems of truck traffic on Leach Highway and South 
Street.  It just does not work.   

There are interesting things happening with the roadworks in relation to the principal shared paths.  A couple of 
months ago I received a complaint about the principal shared paths.  There are barriers, poor signage and all sorts 
of things on the principal shared paths on Leach Highway.  Main Roads WA gave some incorrect information.  I 
drew that to the attention of the minister.  I received a letter back saying she was sorry Main Roads gave wrong 
information.  Someone could have been killed.  No responsibility was taken for it at all.  She said, “I will give 
them a smack on the hand.  They shouldn’t have done it; it was a contractor’s fault.”  What a shocking, weak 
excuse.  I will be very happy when the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure moves to another portfolio 
because she has demonstrated time and again that she has not been able to handle it.  She talks about giving 
away free tickets to travel on the new train, but the railway is only two years late and $800 million over budget.   

That is all.  The member for Avon mentioned today how much the railway will lose a year, probably to the tune 
of $100 million. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  So you are against public transport? 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I am against someone like that minister being able to handle it.  Even the Minister for Police 
and Emergency Services would have done better. 

We have had a lot of discussion in this place recently about police, and I am pleased the minister is here because 
the suggestion has been made that there are too few police on the roads and too few police working in the 
system.  I took the lead of the member for South Perth and got permission a few weeks ago to go out with my 
local police, the Murdoch police, on patrol on a Saturday night.  I sat in the back of a police car just to see what 
was going on in my electorate.  I would like members to guess how many police cars were actually on the road 
south of the river six weeks ago at 11.30 on a Saturday night. 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  Two. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  There were three in the southern suburbs.  The Minister for Police answered questions from 
the Leader of the Opposition by saying that his figures were wrong.  Our leader said, “No, that is what the police 
are telling us.”  The police told me this, minister: there were three police cars on the road on that Saturday night. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  The Leader of the Opposition said nothing about the number of cars. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  With two policemen in each car.  That is six policemen!  For goodness sake, no wonder 
people are getting away with murder, drug deals and burglaries!  It is unbelievable.  What we said was 100 per 
cent right, and the police union is 100 per cent right.  This happens in my area.  The member for Alfred Cove 
talks about these matters as well because the same problems occur in her area, which borders on mine.  There are 
too few police on the road.  The government has failed in that regard. 
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Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Only because the Leader of the Opposition is threatening to assault people, which is a bit of a 
problem! 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  Fiona Stanley Hospital will ultimately be built in my electorate, and we are told by the 
Minister for Health that it will ultimately have 1 000 beds.  Goodness knows when that will be; I tip it will be in 
about 2020, if we are lucky.  There are lots of issues associated with Fiona Stanley Hospital; for example, 
environmental issues relating to the clearing of land, which is happening now, and the rare flora and fauna which 
will be destroyed.  There is a cost blow-out of $700 million.  Why would we be surprised about that when we 
consider that the cost of the railway has probably blown out by $800 million?  There is also a problem of access 
from the south.  The Minister for Planning and Infrastructure has been sitting on a recommendation for at least 
18 months now to extend Roe Highway to Murdoch Drive so that emergency vehicles and motorists can actually 
get through to Fiona Stanley Hospital.  However, she will not admit it, because it will be another broken election 
promise. 

I would like to pay tribute to the magnificent work that is carried out at Murdoch University. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt:  At last there is something good in your electorate! 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  If the member listens, he will find out.  Was he a graduate of Murdoch University by any 
chance? 

Mr B.S. Wyatt:  Thankfully not. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  Magnificent work is being done at Murdoch University, particularly in research and 
veterinary science.  The vice chancellor, John Yovich, is a fantastic educator.  It is terrific to be working with 
Murdoch University on a few projects. 

As always happens in this debate, every member mentions the schools in his or her electorate.  I suppose when 
we are talking about appropriations we are obviously going to talk about the lack of money for schools.  The 
electorate of Murdoch is no different.  Rossmoyne Primary School is now 42 years old and the classrooms have 
enough space for probably 20 students under modern day conditions, yet they are putting 30 to 35 students in 
those classrooms.  The school community has come up with a renewal project so that something can be done.  It 
may be that the whole school should be rebuilt.  A similar thing has happened at Rossmoyne Senior High 
School.  Congratulations to the government on opening the new science block there recently.  That was fantastic.  
It is about half as big as it needs to be, but at least we have some new buildings at Rossmoyne Senior High 
School.  I often wonder why schools in the electorate of Murdoch struggle to get any funding at all.  It might be 
because it is a fairly safe Liberal seat.  Brentwood Primary School is 50 years old and has problems with parking 
and asbestos in the roof - a lot of schools have that - which are not being addressed.  Leeming Primary School 
received one of the commonwealth’s Investing in Our Schools grants.  It received $150 000 for a new music 
room, which is very much needed, but much of that money will be swallowed up by the Department of Housing 
and Works, which will do the work on that project.  The Leeming Primary School community is now trying to 
raise about $200 000 just to complete the project.  It is getting no support at all from the state government.  It is 
unfair to put a suburban P&C into that sort of debt. 

I will briefly touch on a matter that you, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr P.B. Watson), will be interested in as a 
parliamentary secretary.  I refer to my shadow portfolio of Sport and Recreation.  It is great that the minister is 
here tonight, and I appreciate that, but I say to him again that the major stadium needs to happen.  The minister 
probably turned his back on $100 million worth of federal funds from the previous federal Liberal government.  
He could not decide on where he wanted to put the new stadium.  It is great that the minister wants to build a 
new stadium.  Can he give me an indication of when he might make a decision?  Will it be Kitchener Park or 
East Perth?  It does not matter, so long as we get it.  When can we get a decision, minister? 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  A lot of very good work is being done, and when that is concluded I will be able to tell you. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  The good work is on the governance of the place, that is all. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  It is also talking to local governments in terms of the things they will be able to contribute. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  The minister can talk about that when the plans are being drawn up and a hole is being dug. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I am hoping, minister, that we will get that decision.  Is there any chance we will get it by 
Christmas? 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  It will be done as soon as it can be. 
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Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I do not think that will satisfy people out there.  We are with the minister; we want a new 
stadium.  If Senator George Brandis, the former federal Minister for Sport, was going to give this government 
$100 million, the minister can go to his mate Kevin Rudd and say, “He was going to give us $100 million; where 
is your $100 million?”  That is what the minister asked for from the previous federal Liberal government, so he 
can go straight back to the new government and ask for it. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  So you are in touch with Senator Brandis’s dreams, are you? 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I am in touch with what he promised the minister and what he said he would do.  He said, 
“Pick the site and I will give you some money”, and the minister did not pick the site. 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  He never said any such thing. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  I think he probably did. 

This side of the house has been very keen on getting a street circuit organised for the V8 supercars, because that 
event will be lost to the state if we do not.  Barbagallo Raceway is no longer a viable proposition for the V8 
supercars.  I have heard that EventsCorp is going to carry out a feasibility study into the route and so on, and if 
that is the case, that is great.  Can the minister confirm that? 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  Not to my knowledge. 

Mr T.R. SPRIGG:  Okay.  That shocks me.  No it does not!   

I do know about the whitewater park.  I know what has happened about the promise of a whitewater park by the 
Water Corporation, the body that the minister is responsible for.  It reneged on a promise it made in 2000 to put 
aside $10.85 million for that park, which was in the 2000 budget.  Subsequent to that, it was removed from the 
budget, and now the whitewater park is in jeopardy and we look like losing more athletes like Robin Bell, the 
2005 Sportsman of the Year.  I was also bemused in relation to that issue when I heard the minister say that all 
recreational activity would be taken off Logue Brook Dam and that $10 million would be put aside in a trust 
fund to re-establish recreational facilities in the south west.  That is great; that is fantastic.   

Unfortunately, he forgot all about the $10.85 million that had been promised for the whitewater park.  It is 
interesting that it has been suggested that recreation facilities be located at Lake Kepwari near Collie.  I have 
been told that the water in Lake Kepwari is very acidic - it has a pH level of about 4.2 - and may not be suitable 
for water sports.  People can swim in the lake if they want to, but if they stayed in the water for too long, they 
would probably lose their skin, which does not make the lake an ideal location for recreational facilities.  There 
are already a couple of waterskiing facilities near Collie. 

I also draw to the minister’s attention the potential loss of recreational facilities in the Lake Claremont area.  The 
Lake Claremont golf course and tennis club may be overtaken because the local council is pretty keen on 
developing the land.  It is an issue.  I am sure that you, Mr Acting Speaker (Mr P.B. Watson), will agree that 
when recreational facilities are closed and are not replaced, it is a real issue for society, especially with the 
problem of childhood obesity and other diseases that afflict people in society these days.  On that note, I am 
developing a sport and recreation policy that will address a lot of health issues.  Childhood and adolescent 
obesity is certainly one health issue.  A sport and recreation policy must be a bipartisan policy.  I think we all 
want the same thing for our community.  We want recreational facilities to be readily available.  We want to 
reduce the incidence of obesity.  We want people to be fitter.  We are prepared to work with the government to 
achieve those things. 

Those are just a few comments that I wanted to make on the appropriation bills.  Certainly, the electorate of 
Murdoch could do with some greater appropriations, especially for accessways, roads and schools, but I guess 
that makes the electorate of Murdoch no different from all the other electorates in the state. 

MR A.J. SIMPSON (Serpentine-Jarrahdale) [9.01 pm]:  I, too, rise to make a contribution to the 
appropriation bills.  Whenever this house agrees to release some funding, I like to put on the record the needs of 
the electorate of Serpentine-Jarrahdale.  Many members have spoken about the lack of police officers in the 
police service at the moment and the shortage of police officers on the streets.  That is very true in the areas of 
Serpentine-Jarrahdale, Armadale and Roleystone.  The member for Murdoch mentioned that one Saturday night 
about two weeks ago there were only three police cars in the areas south of the river.  That situation is much the 
same in the hills area, especially Roleystone and Bedfordale. 

The biggest problems that society seems to be facing are hoons, antisocial behaviour and graffiti.  I have heard 
about the problems with hoons.  A suggestion has been made that instead of impounding their cars, their cars 
should be crushed.  I do not think that is the right solution to the problem.  Perhaps there is another solution, or 
we could visit other countries and find a better way to deal with the problem of hoons.  I think that problem is 
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the result of a booming economy.  Young people are earning more money and they can afford to buy expensive 
cars.  When I was young, I started off with an old car that basically got me around because money was tight.  
There was an advertisement in last week’s Sunday Times for a couple of motorbikes.  One bike, which had done 
only 3 000 kilometres and was just over one year old, was being sold for $6 000 less than the owner paid for it 
brand new.  That is a classic example of a person earning a lot of money and buying his dream bike, which sits in 
the shed for a year, and then realising that he might as well sell it because he does not ride it.  There is a social 
issue associated with the so-called hoons - the young blokes who do the wrong thing on the roads.  It was 
interesting to watch the clip on YouTube of a young constable in Carnamah doing some circuit work in a 
paddock.  I thought it was quite good.  I am of the opinion that that shows the kids that the police know what 
they are trying to do.  If kids are to let off stream, they should do it in a controlled environment so that they do 
not affect or harm anybody else.  I hope that the young constable comes through it all right and gets a small slap 
on the wrist, because I honestly believe he was trying to do the right thing.  Young kids in rural areas are into 
circuit work and every time there is a rural show, there is always a bachelors and spinsters ball and they bring 
out their utes and do circuit work.  It is good to see them let off some steam, and no-one gets hurt in that process. 

I note that the state government has recently sent me an information package about the antigraffiti hotline.  That 
is a great initiative and I hope it goes a long way towards resolving the problem.  Cleaning up graffiti is certainly 
a huge impost on councils.  The City of Armadale has set up a group to look at that process.  I was at a meeting 
of the group the other week and it said that it had trouble getting onto Western Power substation sites where 
walls have been graffitied.  Other government agencies also have trouble with graffiti. 

Mr T.R. Sprigg interjected. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  The member for Murdoch has asked me whether I agree with the legislation to ban the sale 
of spray cans to minors.  I understand where the member is going with his legislation, but I would like to hear 
the debate on the bill.  I do not believe that taking spray cans away from people will fix the problem.  People can 
still graffiti with textas.  Are we going to ban textas next? 

Mr T.R. Sprigg interjected. 

Mr D.A. Templeman:  That is a good point, member for Serpentine-Jarrahdale. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  I understand where the member is going with the legislation. 

Mr T.R. Sprigg:  Minister, do you support banning spray cans? 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  Basically, the member for Murdoch is proposing to ban the sale of spray cans to minors, as 
is done with alcohol and cigarettes.  Society, particularly parents, has a role to play in that process.  I am only 42 
years old, but I can clearly remember getting a clip under the ear from my old man when I did something wrong.  
I remember one day when my older brother, who is six years older than I am, got into trouble and brought the 
police to our door.  My mum was more ashamed of the fact that he had brought the police to our door than she 
was about what he had done.  People now take the attitude that their children did not do anything and that 
someone else got it wrong. 

Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  Yes, I know what the minister is trying to do. 

Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  It would be great if we could work with -  

Mr D.A. Templeman:  Keep trying, because I will do anything I can to support you on that. 

Mr A.J. SIMPSON:  That is definitely a problem with parents and society. 

I will move on because I promised the previous speaker that I would not speak for long; I know that members 
want to go home.  Roads are a huge issue in my electorate.  The Tonkin Highway extension to Mundijong is well 
and truly needed now as a result of the great rate of population growth in the Byford area.  We need to plan for 
this growth.  I know that we are entering an election cycle and I know that I represent a marginal seat.  I know 
that my electorate will get something soon; I just hope that it comes sooner rather than later.  There is a huge 
problem with heavy haulage trucks travelling through Byford.  The Tonkin Highway extension will be a major 
transport link.  It will extend all the way to Mundijong.  I have seen a plan that shows that Tonkin Highway will 
end at Mundijong and veer off to the right and go down to the back to Amarillo.  That extra transport link will 
help address the problems caused by the population growth in the southern corridor.  When I saw the plan, I 
thought it was a fantastic idea. 
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There are other issues in my electorate.  Brookton Highway, which runs through Roleystone, is used by a lot of 
B-doubles transporting wheat from the wheatbelt.  Canning Road is also used by trucks travelling through the 
back of Roleystone to get onto Welshpool Road.  There are always heavy haulage problems at certain times of 
the year, whether it be trucks transporting wheat or stock and so forth.  I guess it comes back to the local 
government.  The Shire of Serpentine-Jarrahdale is under a lot of pressure due to the population increase.  A lot 
of the back roads are still single stretches of bitumen that were originally laid to be used by dairy trucks and so 
forth.  Now, with the ever-increasing urban sprawl, the local government needs some help to upgrade the road 
infrastructure.  I know that road development will go a long way towards addressing the issues, but some major 
roads need upgrading. 

I will now touch on a couple of other little issues in my electorate.  The Minister for the Environment knows 
about the Cardup tip.  I am still standing on my soapbox.  I am still not convinced that the tip is leaking, but I 
believe that the government needs to look into the process to make people aware that the tip is being run in 
accordance with its licensing requirements and that it is not having an impact offsite.  The community is 
concerned that the tip is leaking.  I admit that I have done my own independent sampling, and I am about to do 
another lot of sampling.  I am yet to find proof that the tip is leaking, but it would be good if the government 
gave the tip a clean bill of health.   

The rubbish tip itself is run reasonably well.  There was a small fire there back on 11 November.  It was not a 
bad fire, but it does raise concerns in the community as to whether the tip is being operated properly.  I do agree 
that there is a problem now.  I foresee a problem when the rubbish tip is filled and capped.  The concern is not so 
much now, as I think that when it is being filled, everything will be done properly.  I think problems will occur 
10 years forward from the day it is capped.  I think it will have a life of about 20 years as we suck out methane 
gas for a gas burner to make power, which is great, but I am concerned about who will be responsible for 
monitoring it.  Will it be the local government?  Where will the responsibility lie for that rubbish tip in years to 
come?  I think that is where our concerns should lie.  Today I am quietly confident about the way it operates.  
We can always get someone to fix something and move on, but once it is filled and capped 10 years from now, I 
think we will hit a bit of a problem. 

Last but not least, I want to refer to schools in my electorate.  Serpentine Primary School is growing very fast.  
Byford Primary School is some 85 years old.  I think it has two transportables and it will more than likely get 
another one next year.  It is sitting on just under one hectare of land; it is a very small school site.  Marri Grove 
Primary School is a modern, 10-year-old school.  It has two transportables and will get another one.  I know 
about that process.  Although the Minister for Education and Training is not present in the chamber, I want to 
thank him for allowing me to have a meeting with officers of the Canning education district, John More and Mal 
Pharr, who explained to me the process for getting a new school in my electorate.  I am appreciative of that.  
However, I will keep on about that issue, because I am concerned that more and more transportables in schools 
will put schools under more pressure, and that will have a domino effect.  I am guessing that with the amount of 
growth that is occurring in the shire, it will probably have a private school sooner than another government 
school.  I think that is the way the growth is heading.  The pressure for a new school is on and the area will have 
to move with the flow. 

I will wrap up; I know that members want to go home.  We have had a long two days, and we are going into our 
last day tomorrow.  I take the opportunity to thank all members and wish them a happy Christmas and a safe new 
year. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr J.C. Kobelke (Leader of the House). 

House adjourned at 9.11 pm 

__________ 
 
 


